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BCV Presidents report 2016
Firstly let me thank those councillors who have left the council over the last twelve months for their
wonderful service to the Hobby!
Margaret Bridgeman – Long serving Secretary who joined the Budgerigar Council of Australia in 1985 –
or the BCA as it was known then – and after many years of dedicated service has stepped out of
Council. A wonderful contribution to our Great Hobby!
Secretary and General Councillor Brian Reynolds after many years of Service
Rob Bride as a Councillor.
Darren has also resigned as BCV Treasurer but has remained on Council and will be fulfilling the very
busy role of Ring Registrar going forward – as he has also done for many years!
Who is remaining on Council??
Alan Baxter – Pres. of Judges & Standards in Victoria
James Bader – ANBC Judges Co-Ordinator
Peter Thurn – Vice President
Darren Macfarlane – BCV Ring Registrar
Rod Skivington – BCV Budgie News Editor
Rod Turnbull – BCV Shield Secretary
Building the team to meet the challenges of the future “head on” - the new members of Council are:
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James Smith - New Secretary
Martin Paoli - New Treasurer
Kathy McCalman – New Councillor
David Charlton – New Councillor
Council is in search of particular skills around Business Development and Marketing - we will continue to
search for the skills mix that is required to complement the existing team.
While preparing this annual report it has highlighted to me the significant amount of work that has been
undertaken by councillors - and for this I congratulate all of the councillors both past and present for
their contributions.
A Major priority for council is to bolster the financial stability of the BCV. For many years now the
financial position of the BCV has been in steady decline - clearly our priority is to reverse this trend and
some of the initiatives include:
Budgie News onto the Website and Electronically Delivered - Saving 12K PA
Placing a Purchase Levy of all BCV Approved Sales & Auctions in Victoria effective Jan. 2018.
Searching for greater sponsorship opportunities
Limiting excess expenditure and bleed off of our resources
Even with the abovementioned Financial Constraints the achievements of the BCV council for 2016
include:


Developed a BCV five-year Strategic Plan - a clear and succinct road map for the future



A new updated BCV Website offering enormous potential for the future



The BCV Animal Welfare Policy



A Code of Conduct for all BCV Sanctioned Bird Sales and Auctions



Budgie News onto the New BCV Website



The addition of the all new “Beginner and Intermediate” sections at the three Premier Shield
Events



Appointed a Shield Show Committee charged with Developing the Shields



The new BCV Social Media Policy



Search has begun to relocate the Shield’s to a larger more presentable facilities to allow us to
showcase the BCV to passing traffic and entice more trade stand and sponsorships – as well
as enhance the experience for all BCV Members and Clubs.

During the year the Puppy Farm Bill came close to adoption by the State Government. It was the
intervention of the BCV, Canary & Caged Bird Federation, Avicultural Council of Victoria & other
Associations whose combined efforts stopped Cage Birds from being included – this year! However
other legislation is being drafted that will specifically focus on all Birds Sales held in Victoria - hence the
BCV has developed a Code of Conduct for the holding of BCV Sanctioned Budgerigar Sales and
Auctions. There will be a heavy involvement of the BCV in the consultation relating to the creation and
drafting of legislation for Avian species and specifically Exhibition Budgerigars during the course of this
year.
During the year we saw the emergence of two new clubs in Victoria - The Baw Baw & Clyde Clubs both
commenced with a very respectable number of new members, I would like to wish these clubs all the
very best for the future.
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As mentioned earlier the Strategic plan developed by Council give us the direction to place our energy
for maximum impact for both the short and long term goals. The Priorities of the plan are:

Complete the BCV Code of Practise for the Keeping & Showing of Exhibition Budgerigars


Increase the use of Social Media to both attract and communicate with members and
potential members



Establish a “Kit’ for clubs to allow them to place Editorials in their Local Newspapers in an
effort to attract new members



Establish a “Train the Trainer” style of “Resource Kit” for clubs to allow training of new
members to be undertaken locally and improve the retention of members long term



Once “Budgie News” is established onto the Website and Electronic Delivery is Streamlined increase the information and diversity of the content for the members



Specifically target Sponsorship to better spread the financial burden across our great hobby.

Clearly the BCV has been busy in 2016, which puts the Fancy in a very strong position for the 2017
Calendar year and the future!
Col Flanagan
President
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Who is caring for your birds?

The BCV Team carers for the Nationals
Bruce Wilson & Phil Hoadley - WH1
Bruce Wilson’s interest in Budgies started as a child in Edinburgh, Scotland where his father
bred them, and Bruce had to help clean the cages. However he unwittingly had absorbed the
information about the birds, because after immigrating to Australia in 1964 when he went to a
pet shop with his daughter in about 1970, and he saw the birds, it all came back to him. This
sparked his interest and he started breeding a couple of pairs.
He then joined Peninsula Cage bird club in 1977. This club had about 120 members breeding
all sorts of cage birds, but only about 12 or 13 were budgie breeders.
Phil Hoadley came from Bendigo, where both his parents were active members of that club and
bred and showed, so he has continued on for most of his life with the usual breaks of Army
service in Vietnam, family and business commitments.
Phil joined Peninsula in about 1980, but it wasn’t long after that, in 1983, that the budgie
breeders split away from the cage bird people, and formed Dandenong Budgerigar Society Inc.
Note: This happened with a lot of combined clubs around this time.
Bruce and his wife Judy, Phil and his wife Julie, have all been, and still are, active members of
their club serving the various roles of President, Secretary or Treasurer at some stage since
forming the club.
Phil also served on the BCV council for about 10 years from the early 1990’s until 2003. He
enjoyed the involvement but says they were trying times for the BCV as there were many
changes happening throughout that period.
Judy & Julie’s involvement has not only been in the running of the club, but also in the
birdroom, where they have taken an active interest in the breeding and caring for the birds,
especially when Bruce and Phil were still working full time.
This longstanding partnership is about more than the budgies, the two families are extremely
close friends and they work well together in all aspects of their friendship.
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Being in the budgie fancy for such a long time, they have bred most varieties at some stage.
Each breeder has their own Aviary-breeding room set up at their respective homes in
SE Melbourne. But like a lot of “good Club members” they try to cover as many varieties as
possible to help their club at the State Shield competitions.
Whilst they both have normal, which are the foundation of a stud, Phil specializes in Blackeye,
Recessive Pied, Australian Goldenface, Dark Eyed Clear & Lutino. Bruce specializes with
Clearwing, Fallow, TCB, Albino & Lacewing.

Bruce’s breeding room.
Outside Bruce’s birdroom with loft.

Outside Phil’s Aviary.

Phil’s breeding room.

To breed all of these varieties, Bruce has 34 breeding boxes and Phil has 60. They breed their
splits for the lesser varieties “out of season” and between them order 600 rings each year.
Both Bruce and Phil have been Judges since 1990, and are usually asked to go together to
judge at other club shows, which they both enjoy.
On the show bench, this partnership has been very successful winning 28 Shield classes, 9
Diploma’s and at the Nationals 4 wins (Clearwing x 2, Lacewing & Texas Clearbody) and 9
second places.
Their other involvement in the management of the hobby in Victoria is that they are both on
the Judges & Standards Committee, Bruce for about 10 years and Phil for 4 years.
Bruce has been secretary of J&S for about 5 years. Having a business background has helped
them formulate and reform the processes and standards for the judging, testing of new
judges, and as an example, formulate the method of choosing the birds for the state team.
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They both say they enjoy this side of the hobby as well as being in the birdroom.
When asked “What do you enjoy most about the hobby?” they both had similar answers.
Relief from work pressures or personal issues, escape to the birdroom, getting lost in
personal time in the birdroom, doing the physical work (husbandry), and of course the social
and friendship side of the hobby.
Bruce first became involved in being
a carer for the state team in Coffs
Harbour in 2004. This was with Ross
Loats & Lloyd Richardson. The
following year 2005 for the Nationals
in the World Trade Centre in
Melbourne Phil became a unofficial
helper. There have been many other
helpers over the years, but Bruce has
been team leader since Busselton
W.A. in 2008 and Phil officially since
the 3 birds were benched in 2015 in
Mandurah W.A.
The birds have been housed at
Bruce’s establishment for the past 8
years, prior to and after the show.
They have worked as a team for the
past four years with James Bader as
the 3rd helper.

Note: these holding cages are in a separate room,
quarantined from Bruce’s birds.

Bruce says with his wry Scottish wit
and a smirk, “James has nearly
finished his apprenticeship and
should get a set of keys for the
Carry boxes soon”.
Since becoming Team leader Bruce has,
once again used his business skills, to
set up procedures and processes for the
managing of the team.
It is a huge job with a lot of responsibility to manage and look after 81 of the
top birds in the state that belong to
other breeders. Get them to the show &
back, prepare them for the show bench
and care for their wellbeing.
The largest or shall we say worst issue
to deal with is if any of the birds are, or
get, sick.
Members should read and
have a copy of the BCV welfare policy,
available on the website at www.bcv.asn.au
The work starts before the Shield show. Getting the holding cages ready at Bruce’s place on
the Saturday. Booking the plane flights for the following week, getting the carry cages in the
car ready for the Shield day, PLUS preparing their own birds to compete at the Shield. The
team entry sheet is compiled and sent to the ANBC management team where the show is
being held.
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Then from Sunday to Wednesday the birds are cared for, feed – water (with a bit of Spark),
millet sprays, checked for condition and tidied up.
The BCV Vet, Dr Stacey Gelis from Melbourne Bird Veterinary visits and inspects the birds on
Monday or Tuesday just in case the reserve bird has to be called in.
The Carry boxes are prepared for the next day with “Grit Sheets” (like sandpaper) on the
floors to stop the birds sliding around during transport and millet sprays put in.

As you can see from the photo, the
carry boxes really are fantastic. There
are three boxes that each has 4
compartments holding 8 birds each.
The cages have been especially built
by volunteer members of the hobby.
Trevor Drew built the first two and
Alan Baxter the third one.

When the shows are held in W.A. & Tassie, seed is not allowed to be taken over the border or
a Certificate to dump the seed in quarantine has to be pre obtained.
Then Thursday morning it is a 4am start. The birds have to be checked in to the airport 2
hours before the flight. So it’s up, catch the birds, load the carry boxes, and then off to the
airport. The flight booking is always timed to try and arrive at the Interstate show venue in
the early afternoon.
This is to give the bird’s time to settle in to their new surroundings, move them from the
carry cages to their holding cages for the weekend, have a feed, drink and check them all to
make sure they have travelled OK.
Friday is spent with the birds, preparing, spotting and making sure they are ready for the
show the next day. Then Friday Night is the first break for a bit of socialising at the “Meet &
Greet’, but not too late because there’s an early start next morning.
Saturday, the first day of the competition it is up at 6am, Prepare the show cages and then
last minute adjustments to get the birds caged and ready for the show.
Bruce has documented this set procedure for the bird preparation, who does what, when &
how, so that the Carers work as a team.
Sunday, the same thing all over again for the second day of competition.
Monday morning it is the same procedure in reverse, up early, birds to the airport and back
home in the early afternoon, into the holding cages for feed & water, check them all to make
sure they travelled OK.
Exhibitors have Monday and Tuesday to then pick up their own birds from Bruce’s or if
different by prior arrangements. This documentation has all been formulated by Bruce, so
that exhibitors have to fill in the pickup details when the birds are taken on the day of the
Shield.
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When we consider the amount of work and responsibility taken on by these dedicated fanciers, it goes without saying that we, the rest of the BCV members owe them a huge vote of
thanks.
And they are getting ready to do it all over again this year in Mackay!
Interview by Vic Murray

Report on 2017 BCV “Harry Eady” Adult Bird Shield
The first Shield competition for the year commenced with many exhibitors and clubs hoping for good
results. With a couple of late club withdrawals due to hot conditions in rural Victoria, it was great to see
a jump in both clubs and exhibits compared to last year.
When all entries had been received there were 852 exhibits entered from only 16 clubs. This meant that
there were the same number of clubs compared to the previous year and a decrease of 17 birds or 2%
occurred. This meant that this year’s Adult Bird Shield was in fact one of the biggest turnouts in recent
years.
Comparing like-for-like by looking at the average birds entered per club and the average birds entered
per class, saw the average birds per class stay the same (33), and the average birds per club
decreased from last year (53 against 54). It is good to see that the average birds entered per class was
back to number we saw in 2011/2014.
The table below shows the last 5 years history of the Adult Bird Shield;
Year

Birds Entered

Clubs Entered No. of Classes

Ave per Class

Ave per Club

2013

730

14

26

28

52

2014

826

16

26

32

52

2015

765

13

26

29

59

2016

869

16

26

33

54

2017

852

16

26

33

53

With 26 exhibits entered in the Australian Goldenfaced Normal (Single and Double Factor), it is proving
to be a popular variety as more breeders attempt to breed them but still it is more difficult to produce
than an Australian Goldenfaced ASV. With the number of Australian Goldenfaced birds becoming more
readily available, it now being a permanent National Class and a number of breeders taking on this
wonderful variety, I am sure that the Young Bird Shield will see a significant increase in entries to go
with the increased quality we are seeing on the bench. We have seen steady growth in numbers in this
new class since points were awarded for clubs and exhibitors as clubs challenging for the Shield need
to fill all varieties.
Also the Dark Eyed Clear class is also starting to see more numbers and breeders benching birds but
without club points there is no need for clubs to find members willing to breed this variety. Hopefully, we
continue to see growth in this variety and a few extra exhibitors starting breeding one of our newest
varieties as it now becomes a point scoring class for clubs in the future. Note that the retention of the
DEC class at BCV Shield events has received strong support from the BCV judges meeting, Judges
and Standards committee plus the majority of Council members.
As mentioned earlier, the same number of clubs participated in this year’s Adult Bird Shield (although
we had one new club, Baw Baw and one not attend) when compared to last year and the number of
exhibits decreased by 17 entries from 869 to 852. With such a large number of birds to be benched, the
new club setup policy worked well, although a few extra helpers in packing the trailer at the end of the
day wouldn’t go astray! In the future, no clubs or exhibitors will be allowed to leave the hall until the
trailer is fully packed – this might encourage a few more helpers with the loading of the trailer instead of
just standing around chatting and complaining that they want to leave.
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The change to clubs nominating stewards is proving to be a good idea as some clubs are ensuring that
Beginner and Intermediate members are being nominated, although we were still a couple of stewards
short and were saved by a couple of judges having multiple classes. This is the perfect opportunity to
understand the reasons for judges making their decisions and gain a better understanding of what
attributes a judge is looking for in an exhibition budgerigar. The role of steward can be anyone from a
raw beginner to a Champion exhibitor, so instead of just watching at the next Shield, participate through
becoming a steward and who knows … you might also learn something in the process! Multiple stewards
being nominated from each club is to be encouraged and a number of new Beginner members who were
worried about stewarding found the experience very enjoyable and an eye opening learning experience.
As the early classes were completed it was clear that the same clubs who finished in the top 5 were likely
to finish in the top 5 again this year. Last year’s winner and runner-up (Melton and United) were again
well ahead of the chasing pack and having a ding-dong battle for title rights. At last year’s Adult Bird
Shield, there was a difference of 123 points between 1st and 3rd and this gap widened with 241 points the
difference.
Melton eventually ran out winners in a very tight tussle by a slender margin of 5 points with 749 points
(up by 39 on last year). United finished second on 744 points (up by 46 on last year) and there was a
huge gap of 236 points to third placed Western Suburbs on 508 points (a drop of 79 points from last
year). There was then a gap of 71 points to fourth placed Dandenong on 437 points who beat Riverina by
the barest margin of 2 points. Interestingly all top 5 clubs this year finished in exactly the same order as
last year.
Competition was close between many of the lower placings after 5 th place. Only 13 points separated
Eastern Districts from beating Riverina into 5th place and then only 4 points was the gap to Colac in 7 th
place. Ballarat and Gippsland were equal on points in 12th/13th place. It just goes to show what difference
just one extra bird or filling one extra variety would make to where your team finishes.
To all those clubs striving to improve your results at the Shield, keep up the good work, it is obviously
starting to take effect. The big question is can another club challenge the top two clubs in Melton and
United at the next Adult or even at the Young Bird Shield? We will have to wait and see.
An interesting observation was there were not too many changes in positions and but some significant
improvements by a number of clubs and points scored compared to last year’s Adult Bird Shield. Three
clubs had material drops in points (Gippsland down 251 points, Western down 79 points and Dandenong
down 63 points). A number of clubs had increases worth mentioning, namely Eastern Districts (up 53
points), Bendigo (up 68 points) and Horsham (up 60 points). A couple of clubs moved up 2 positions,
namely Eastern Districts from 8th to 6th and Horsham from 13th to 11th. Only one club dropped more than
one place, namely Gippsland who dropped 6 places from 7th to 13th as a result of the creation of the Baw
Baw club. Top 6 clubs and changes to positions and / or points are as follows;
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Club

Position / Rank

Total Points

2017

2016

Change

2017

2016

Change

Melton

1

1

0

749

710

+39

United

2

2

0

744

698

+46

Western
Suburbs

3

3

0

508

587

-79

Dandenong

4

4

0

437

500

-63

Riverina

5

5

0

435

441

-6

Eastern
Districts

6

8

+2

422

369

+53

As can be seen from the above table, the clubs in the top 6 had only one change (Eastern Districts replacing Colac in 6th position).
The Best Bird in Show went to the Spangle class winner, exhibited by P Thurn, with the Reserve Bird in
Show going to the Greygreen class winner exhibited by M & I Gould.
Special mention needs to go to the following exhibitors;

3 multiple class wins;

A Baxter (Goldenfaced, Greywing & Spangle AOSV)

2 multiple class wins;

S & T Grech (Green & Lacewing)

P Thurn (Blue & Spangle Normal)

H Kamel (Grey & Hens)

Murray & Spink (Dilute & Clearwing)

Rowe Brothers (Dominant Pied & Dark Eyed Clear)

1st and 2nd in a class;

Murray & Spink (Dilute)

A Baxter (Greywing)

P Tirant (Clearbody)

S & T Grech (Lacewing)

Rowe Brothers (Dark Eyed Clear)

L Downey (Whitecap)

Ken Stockton

Breeder of Quality Budgerigars
Normal, Opaline, Cinnamon, Lutino, Albino,
Dominant Pied, Recessive Pied,
Lacewing and Yellowface
All enquiries (03) 9890 2620
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Many exhibitors can feel a little unlucky on the day with multiple second placings, although some also
managed to win a class. The amazing total of four unlucky exhibitors with multiple second placings are as
follows;

J Ennis (Green & Albino)

M & R Randall (Opaline & Spangle Normal)

S Mow (Greygreen & Dominant Pied)

Meney & Muller (Violet & Lutino)
Some interesting changes in numbers of birds entered for some classes compared to the 2016 Adult
Shield occurred as follows;
Class

2017 Entries

2016 Entries

Change Number

Change %

Clearwing

30

25

+5

+20%

Hens

50

36

+14

+39%

Yellowfaced (English)

23

37

-14

-38%

Dilute

23

33

-10

-30%

Lacewing

25

31

-6

+19%

Keeping in mind that the total number of birds decreased by 2%, there were some interesting changes as
per above.
Photos of all class winners were taken on the day with the usual mix of good and bad shots as is the
nature of livestock photography. As the photographer, I would have expected a few better behaved Adult
birds due to their age but unfortunately this was not the case!
The Shield would not be a success without the assistance of many people. Thanks to our Show Manager, Leigh Downey, the unsung heroes of the administration team, all of the judges, stewards and exhibitors for being part of another successful Shield. Many of these people go unnoticed but we could not
have the Shield the success it is without their help – thanks again!
Remember that in the future we need to head the saying “many hands make light work”, so next Shield
don’t just stand around “supervising” – pitch in and help pack the staging away.
All of the trophies for the Shield were, once again, supplied by Kingston Trophies at reasonable prices to
support the BCV. Please support Kingston Trophies to show appreciation of what they are doing for the
fancy in Victoria.
Rod Turnbull
BCV Shield Secretary

Can you help?
Don Burke is researching the history of early budgerigar clubs or clubs that included
budgerigars by going through old budgie magazines and bulletins. He is particularly looking to
buy or borrow magazines from the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s and and 1950s. Can anyone help?
Please email editor@bcv.asn.au
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Report on 2017 Adult Bird Shield—Beginner & Intermediate Awards
Similar to when you pick a cock bird out of the aviary that you want to pair with a certain hen bird, sometimes it takes some time before they are both in condition to put in the breeding cage. The promotion of
Beginner and Intermediate exhibitors at a major show leading to reward and encouragement for their
participation has also taken some time to come to fruition. The second iteration was the Adult Bird Shield
and although less Beginners could participate due to not having owner bred and rung adult birds, it was
still a resounding success.
Since this was the second time such an initiative was included at the BCV Shield competition, there were
bound to be some hiccups at club level. A number of clubs are still entering both on the normal entry
sheet and also on the Beginner / Intermediate extra birds entry sheet – note if the Beginner / Intermediate
birds are in the club selected 3 birds, then no additional entry is required but don’t forget to identify these
birds as Beginner or Intermediate exhibitor birds to ensure that they are included in the special awards.
Out of the total of 852 birds at the UBC Shield, there were 67 Beginner birds entered and 148 Intermediate birds entered. This was a fantastic achievement and based on the excitement and energy shown by
these exhibitors, the BCV Council will have to look at including the format in future events or even having
a Classic type show format that only Beginner and Intermediate exhibitors can enter.
Thanks to all those who assisted in making this a memorable day for many Beginner and Intermediate
exhibitors. Good luck with breeding champion babies from those adult birds!
Rod Turnbull
Results for the Beginner and Intermediate sectional awards are as follows;
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BCV Shield Secretary
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Royal Children's Good Friday Appeal
Sincere Congratulations to Amanda Fonti and the Royal Children's Hospital Online
Auction Team The Auctions that have been supported by people from all over Australia have
raised a fantastic $25,147.50 for the Royal Children's Hospital. It is super support for
a wonderful cause - but it is also a wonderful gesture from a genuine person who
has shown dedication, commitment and tenacity to achieve a wonderful goal. We
should all applaud such a wonderful initiative.
Thanks to all those BCV
members
who
provided
donations to the fundraiser or
purchased items from the
auction. Also, thanks to all of
our fellow budgie lovers
across Australia who either
donated or purchased items.
Last but not least, special
thanks to Amanda Fonti who
not only organised this
wonderful effort to provide
funds to help the kids at the
Royal Children's Hospital but
also had many trips to the
airport to send birds / items
interstate.
Also, thanks to her band of
helpers who assisted with the
work online and the social
media promotion of this event.
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Photos courtesy of Rod Turnbull

2017 Dandenong Diploma Show

2017 Dandenong Diploma Show

Best Young Dominant Pied

Best Young Crest

Bred by: Bill Schembri

Bred by: Bradley Family
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Diploma & UBC Shows / Auction Dates for 2017

Borg & Skivington
Top quality Budgerigars available from our
English and German bloodlines.
varieties include:Normal, Opaline, Cinnamon, Recessive Pieds, Spangle, Lacewing,
Australian & English Yellowface, Australian Whitecaps
All enquiries
Anthony (03) 8838 8555 or Rod (03) 9752 5571
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2017 Dandenong Diploma Show

2017 Dandenong Diploma Show

Diploma Winner

Best Open Young Bird

Bred by: Alan Rowe

Bred by: Ray & German

Henry George, Geoff Edwards,
Cec Gearing, Mick Gearing,
Norm Wheatley, Ray Slade,
Ian Marshall, J&W Weidenhoffer
& Rob Dunstan just to name a few vendors.

Gippsland Budgerigar Auction

When:- 2nd July 2017

Viewing:- 9:00am
Auction starts:- 10:00am
Where:- Yarragon Public Hall
Campbell Street Yarragon Vic.
Contact:- Andrew Whannell Phone:- 0408 063 558
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2017 Geelong Diploma Show Winners

2017 Geelong Diploma Show

2017 Geelong Diploma Show

Open Section
Best young bird & Diploma winner

Best Adult Bird in Show
&
Supreme Bird in Show

Bred by: Ray & German

Bred by: Damian Toohey

2017 Geelong Diploma Show

2017 Geelong Diploma Show

Open Section

Champion Section

Opp Sex to Best Open Young Bird
Bred by: Ray & German

BestYoung Bird
Bred by: Alan Rowe
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GEELONG AND DISTRICT
BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY INC

SUNDAY 11TH JUNE 2017
Life Style Pavilion
Geelong Showgrounds
(Mel Ref 452 E10)

GT4 Geoffrey Tonkin.
CHAMPION BREEDER.
COMPLETE DISPERSAL AUCTION
GEOFF HAS BEEN BREEDING FOR THE LAST
20 YEARS
1 NATIONAL CLASS WIN AS WELL AS A NUMBER OF NATIONAL PLACINGS
HAS 5 DIPLOMAS
6 BEST UBC IN SHOW
11 SHIELD CLASS WINS AND MANY MORE

Auctioneer on the day will be Peter Thurn.
Viewing from 8am Auction 10am Sharp
Phone bidding available
Contact Rex Stephens 0412520469
all enquiries
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2017 Melton Diploma Show Winners

2017 Melton Diploma Show

2017 Melton Diploma Show

Diploma Winner

Best Adult in Show

Bred by: Alan Rowe

Bred by: Hedra Kamel

2017 Melton Diploma Show

2017 Melton Diploma Show

Best UBC in Show

Best Champion UBC

Bred by: Ray Slade

Bred by: Alan Rowe
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2017 Melton Diploma Show

2017 Melton Diploma Show

Intermediate Res. UBC

Best Intermediate Young Hen

Bred by: Bradley Family

Bred by: Bradley Family

2017 Melton Diploma Show

2017 Melton Diploma Show

Intermediate Res. Young Bird

Best Champion Adult

Bred by: Bradley Family

Bred by: Alan Rowe
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Normal Sky Cock

Normal Grey Cock

Bred by: Uwe Effertz

Bred by: Uwe Effertz

Germany

Germany

Mario The Cage Man
Cages to suit for breeding budgies
& suitable for young birds.
For more information call Mario PH: 0416 929 344
6 LECKIE DRIVE,
ALBANVALE VIC 3021
Birds always wanted, price negotiable.
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2017 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield

2017 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield

Best Beginner Bird in Show

Reserve Beginner Bird in Show

Bred by: Robin Kirby

Bred by: Gary Butler

2017 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield

2017 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield

Best Intermediate Bird in Show

Reserve Intermediate Bird in Show

Bred by: David Taylor

Bred by: David Taylor
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BUDGERICAR COUNCIL OF VICTORIA INC.
LIFE MEMBERS
Mrs. A. Bassett (dec) Mr. D. Bassett dec) Mr. B. Bates (dec)
Mr. A. Baxter. Mrs. M. Bridgeman. Mr. K Bridgeman (dec)
Mr. A. Bugg (dec) Mr. G. Campbell (dec) Mr. E. Carter.
Mrs. L. Church. Mr. B. Cunningham. Mr. L. Downey.
Mr. H. Eady (dec) Mr. G. Farrar (dec)

Mr. C. Flanagan.

Mr. F. Gardner (dec) Mr. B. Grinlington (dec) Mr. H. Gulovsen.
Mrs. S. Harrison (dec) Mr. H. Heath (dec) Mr. I. Hunter.
Mr. G. Jones. Mr. L. King. Mr. R. Loats (dec)
Mr. G. Manallack (dec) Mr. A. Marshall (dec)
(dec)

Mr. T. Munday

Mr. B. O’Connell. Mrs. A. Panter. Mr. B. Panter. Mr. E. Raven (dec)
Mr. A. Rowe. Mrs. E. Russell (dec)

Mr. H. Setford (dec)

Mr. B. Sheppard. Mr. L. Sitlington (dec) Mr. R. Skivington.
Mr. E. Stafford (dec)
Mr. J. Watts (dec)

Mr. B. Tucker (dec)

Mr. L. Vines (dec)

Mrs. Z. Watts (dec) Mr. T. Wilson (dec)

Mr. M. Whittaker (dec)

Mr. A. Yeatman (dec)

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?

Please notify
Mr. D. Macfarlane
59 Scenic Road
WARRAGUL VIC 3820
Phone (03) 5623 2880
Email: treasurer@bcv.asn.au
THIS IS ESSENTIAL TO
ENSURE DELIVERY
OF BUDGIE NEWS
Please also notify the Secretary
of Council to comply with

Cinnamon Grey Cock

rule No. 5f of the Rules of the

Bred by: Uwe Effertz

Budgerigar Council of Victoria Inc.

Germany
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Senior Judges Panel
J. Bader (ANBC)
9336 1601

P. Hoadley
8786 5358

K. Pullen
(03) 5865 5487

R. Stephens
(03) 5258 3398

R. Turnbull (ANBC)
0417 549 621

A. Baxter (ANBC)
9438 3589

I. Hunter
9746 9937

M. Paoli
(03) 5628 4199

B. Sheppard
9762 5129

B. Wilson
9702 8070

M. Bridgeman
(ANBC)
9438 4575

G. Jones
5221 3097

G. Rowe
(03) 5156 9417

J. Skoric
(ANBC)

C. Mifsud
0422 026 635

H. Chasemore
(03) 5821 6226

B. Martin
(02) 6043 2773

A. Ryder
9728 6106

P. Thurn (ANBC)
(03) 5367 4815

C. Flanagan
0418 391 981

S. Mow (ANBC)
(03) 5439 3080

A. Rowe (ANBC)
9436 1433

G. Tonkin
(03) 5241 5446

S. Grech
8746 2902

J. Orlandi
0438 352 886

J. Rowe
(03) 5622 0990

M. Turner
9747 8481

jimbobjrb@hotmail.com

a.baxter.jaysar@hotmail.com

neerimview@bigpond.com

budgieboypaoli@gmail.com

rjturnbull4@bigpond.com

b_wilson@bigpond.net.au

pthurn@genaust.com.au

Aspiring (A) /Probationary (P) Judges Panel
D. Herbert (A)
0448 345 505

J. Kruisselbrink(P) G. Mannix (A)
0417 051 268
0418 791 291

R. Randall (A)
(03) 5883 9258

D. Ray (A)
0407 682 786

J. Smith (P)
(03) 5996 2463

budgeman77@hotmail.com

M. Randall (P)
(03) 5883 9258

Dr. Matthew Gosbell BVSV,
MACVSc (Avian Health)
Springvale Animal Hospital
570 Sprinvale Road
Springvale South, 3172
Phone (03) 9546 5022

Dr. Stacey Gelis
BVSc. MRCVs
Melbourne Bird Veterinary
Clinic
1 George Street
Scoresby, 3179
Phone (03) 9764 9000

Dr. Roger Carmondy
Moama Veterinary Clinic
1 Meninyah Street
Moama, New South Wales,
2731 Phone (03) 5480 6071

Dr. Pat McWhirter, BVSc.
FACVSc (Avian Health)
128 Highbury Road
Burwood, 3125
Phone (03) 9808 9011

Dr. Cameron Wood, BVSc.
MACVSc
169 Dawson Street
Brunswick West, 3055
Phone (03) 9387 6166

Dr Phil Sacks. BSc
BVSc MACVs
128 Highbury Road,
Burwood 3125
Phone (03) 9808.9011
www.birdclinic.net
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141 Woodlands Drive
BRAESIDE Vic. 3195
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